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ABSTRACT
Rehabilitation tools that involve the child in a natural way, that exploit the propensity to play, to sport, to compete, to stimulate the execution of specific exercises, can be designed to effectively transfer the awareness and the attention towards sustainable lifestyle habits that multiply the effectiveness of the rehabilitation process. The paper describes the definition of DfSB Well-being model adopted to design an adaptive climbing wall as a tool for the rehabilitation of children with Cerebral Palsy (CP) that include a holistic view of sustainability. The newly designed adapted climbing tool provides not only an accessible and inclusive path to sport and rehabilitation but aim to inspire children with a healthy passion for outdoor physical activities, a passion that is easily transferable to a more sustainable and healthier lifestyle as adults.
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INTRODUCTION
Sustainable design takes into account environmental, economic and social impacts enacted throughout the product lifecycle (Bhamra et al., 2011; Elkington, 1997). Whereas economic and environmental concerns are generally well defined and understood, the social sphere of sustainable design is less so (Colantonio, 2007). In its broadest terms it can encompass personal responsibility, quality of life, health, well-being and happiness, democratic participation and cooperative behaviour among others (Polese and Stren, 2000, Baines and Morgan, 2004, Sinner et al., 2004, Colantonio, 2007). As highlighted by the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), the heart of 2030 European Agenda for Sustainable Development provides a shared blueprint for wellbeing and prosperity for people and the planet, now and into the future. They show a holistic approach to sustainability, that sustainable design should increasingly consider in their actions. Indeed, designers shape the development of products and services, and their user experience, which directly impact upon people and the environment while promoting wellbeing and motivating a change in most of the users’ behaviour. Sustainable design requires therefore the integration of an inclusive designer approach to better understand what users do with, and how they interact with products, as well as the hidden factors behind the daily decision-making process to create human-centred solutions that promote sustainable significant behaviour. This integration is particularly crucial when designing for disabilities,
for example in the field of adaptive sports that can improve wellbeing and quality of life of people with disabilities. Indeed, adaptive sports can become a way to promote the adoption of a more sustainable behaviour towards an improvement of personal and environmental wellbeing. In children with disabilities, adaptive sports can play an active role in the rehabilitation to stimulate neuromotor recovery, improving levels of functioning and independence in daily living activities, increasing physical capability, physiological capacity, levels of employment, social status and sense of belonging. Rehabilitation tools that involve the child in a natural way, that exploit the propensity to play, to sport, to compete, to stimulate the execution of specific exercises, can be designed to effectively transfer the awareness and the attention towards sustainable lifestyle habits that multiply the effectiveness of the rehabilitation process (Reljin, 2019). Habitual and routine behaviour contributes to the awareness–intention–behaviour gap between environmental and social values and everyday interaction with products (Bhamra et al., 2011). The paper describes the Design for Sustainable Behaviour (DfSB) approach adopted to design an adaptive climbing wall as a tool for the rehabilitation of children with Cerebral Palsy (CP) by identifying the sustainable and inclusive requirements that consider children’s diversity. This approach has been applied within the ACCEPT (Adaptive Climbing for Cerebral Palsy training) project, funded by the Polisocial Award 2019 contest of Politecnico di Milano, in which the authors are involved as Polimi design team. Indeed, the aim of the ACCEPT is to adapt the indoor climbing activity allowing children - specifically between 6 and 13 year-old - with Cerebral Palsy (CP) to rehabilitate, improve the motor movement experience, gain confidence and develop social communication skills (https://accept.polimi.it/). ACCEPT adopts the relevant dimensions of the Design for Sustainable Behaviour (DfSB) approach, presented in section 2, integrating a more holistic view of sustainability that consider the mental, physical, emotional, social and environmental impacts of the climbing experience on the CP children, as a rehabilitation tool. The DfSB approach model that guided the design of the adaptive climbing experience, explained in section 3, has been applied through an inclusive design approach to involve in the design process the CP children and all the relevant actors that deals with their rehabilitation and the climbing sport: the children family, physiotherapists, climbing instructors, and the project researchers. This allowed to identify the design requirement by broadly and deeply considering their needs, desires, knowledge, experience and expertise.

A HOLISTIC VIEW OF SUSTAINABILITY

The quality of human life is strongly intertwined with the quality of the environment (Zawojska, 2011; Dietz et al., 2009; Corral-Verdugo, 2012). This realization resulted in numerous international and national initiatives such as the United Nations’ “sustainable development goals,” the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development’s “better life index,” and the New Economic Foundation’s “happy planet index” (Durand, 2015; Dolan and Metcalfe, 2012; O’Brien, 2012). The well-being of the planet is indeed a crucial part of the physical, mental and emotional well-being of individuals
We should therefore refer to sustainability from a holistic perspective by considering it as a combination of human and environmental well-being and their interaction and interconnectedness.

Well-being is a dynamic, ever-changing, fluctuating process (Ardell, 1986). Lifestyle habits very much influence health, well-being, and quality of life. Therefore, as highlighted by the Sustainable Development Goal 3, ensuring healthy habits and promoting well-being of the people and the planet is essential to sustainable development. The DfSB approach is indeed a fundamental approach that can have a profound influence in altering users’ behaviour into more sustainable behaviour and habits for well-being (Boks, 2011). The design of a climbing wall for rehabilitation requires special attention for improving well-being and inclusiveness. A crucial step is the identification of the requirements needed to consider children’s diversity that allow to spread this sport as a tool to improve their health conditions. To define these requirements, it has been necessary to identify a sustainable concept of well-being that could lead to a coherent and effective solution. The concept of well-being is indeed not universally defined (Mackey, 2009), and is a holistic integration of physical, mental, and spiritual well-being, fuelling the body, engaging the mind, and nurturing the spirit (UMD Report, 2017). It encompasses several interdependent dimensions that have been defined by many models across the literature. As the design team, it has been fundamental to consider our design’s impacts on sustainable behaviour by identifying the dimensions of well-being that interrelate and interact with children’s needs, adaptive sport, societal needs, and environmental needs. Indeed, by using an inclusive design methodology (Canina et al., 2021) we interviewed and observed physiotherapists, CP children’ families, climbing instructor, that provided us the insights enabling the identification of the requirements to design the new climbing experience that will promote sustainable well-being habits in CP children. Starting from the analysis of the existing model of children’s well-being (CASCW Report, 2015; Nordic Health Report 2030, 2019) we intersected the interview results to selected the most relevant dimensions of well-being and define a new ad hoc model of well-being. The DfSB Well-being model addresses the idea of a holistic approach to inclusive and sustainable well-being for a rehabilitation purpose. As shown in fig. 1, the model includes 5 main dimensions - physical, mental, emotional, social, environmental - here briefly described.

**Physical**_ The physical well-being dimension refers to children’s ability to care for their bodies through prevention and management of physical illness and engagement in healthy behaviours (CASCW Report, 2015). Indeed, physical well-being is not merely the absence of illness, but about maintaining an active lifestyle and discovering what healthy habits make children feel better and suit their lifestyle and level of mobility and fitness. The CP children should be able to gain a holistic understanding of their physical health, recognizing the physical activity and rehabilitation movement they should perform to improve their well-being taking care for their body.

**Mental**_ Well-being as mental health refers to the children’s intellectual potential and engagement in activities that promote growth, curiosity, and identity development (CASCW Report, 2015). This domain includes
management of time and responsibilities and engagement in interests and hobbies. Mental well-being encourages participating in mentally stimulating and creative activities. It is the ability to think critically, reason objectively, make responsible decisions, and explore new ideas and different points of view. It also emphasizes lifelong learning and inspires curiosity.

Emotional_ This dimension is relative to children’s self-esteem and their ability to cope with adversity and manage emotions in a constructive way and improve their self-confidence. Emotional well-being encompasses optimism, self-esteem, self-acceptance, and the ability to experience and cope with feelings independently and interpersonally. It also includes finding unique ways of coping with stressors and empathizing with others.

Social_ In our framework, well-being is an inclusive social dimension which means children are able to maintain healthy relationships with peers, enjoy being with others, develop friendships and intimate relations also through practising sport. This domain includes children’s sense of trust and sense of belonging (Nordic Health Report 2030, 2019): they must be able to rely on a network of people that can support their well-being by developing a sense of connection. Social Well-being focuses on connecting with the people around children and encourages not only developing meaningful relationships but creating safe and inclusive spaces.

Environment_ This framework dimension refers to the children’s relationship and connection with nature (CASCW Report, 2015) and their commitment to a healthy planet. It includes the children’s sense of impact (Nordic Health Report 2030, 2019), i.e. the ability to positively impact their health through their actions. Environmental well-being inspires children to live a lifestyle that is respectful of their surroundings. It involves understanding the dynamic relationship between the environment and persons, recognizing their responsibility for the quality of natural elements and that social, natural and built environments affect people’s health and well-being.

**Figure 1:** Visualization of the DfSB Well-being model
DFSB WELL-BEING MODEL & ACCEPT PROJECT

The project main goal was to explore and promote the role of sport climbing as a therapeutic tool, an inclusive training solution, and a means of tracking rehabilitation progress to children with Cerebral Palsy disease. Indeed, CP is a permanent movement disorder that affects a person’s ability to move and maintain balance and posture, while climbing is a physically demanding activity that requires concentration, motor planning and sequential thinking. Several studies, reports that climbing training has the potential to serve as a new rehabilitation method for training the whole motor system (Marianne Anke et al., 2011). There are already few programs around the world, which aim to use indoor climbing sport as a tool for rehabilitation of people with disability of their body. Despite that in the market there are not many adaptive climbing products, not to mention cerebral palsy. Therefore, the project faced the challenge to design a new climbing experience for CP children to promote a sustainable attitude towards their well-being. ACCEPT has been designed considering the several dimensions of wellbeing included in the DFSB Well-being model to promote and spread climbing as a tool to improve the wellbeing of children with a different ability from a holistic perspective. For the sake of clarity, the new climbing experience is described according to the 5 sustainable dimensions of the model to highlight and emphasize all the requirements, emerged during the interviews, and answered by the project. However, these dimensions are strictly interconnected among them and influence each other.

To meet the physical dimension of the DFSB model the ACCEPT project designed an engaging platform to support rehabilitation and clinical assessment that includes a hi-tech adaptive climbing structure and specially designed holds that facilitate typical rehabilitation exercises with scalable difficulty according to participants. The climbing wall is equipped with sensors that evaluate the children’s motor performance as they use the wall, to support a continuous clinical assessment thus reducing the need for costly and time consuming in-hospital sessions. A dedicated software interface will provide specialists with valuable data to guide therapy and modulate exercises based on observed progress. Indeed, the sensors implemented in the wall enable different activities to be tested during motor rehabilitation sessions, providing the medical staff with a valid tool for qualitative and quantitative analysis of progress in a context that is stimulating and functional for the child. ACCEPT helps children practice balance, become aware of the body’s different parts, and increase muscle strength. An initial co-design session, involving therapists, climber instructors, researchers and CP children’s families, also revealed the need for ad-hoc holds that favour therapeutic exercises as part of the climbing movements, and create perceptual pathways to engage the child. Holds with different textures, properly installed on the wall, can stimulate the tactile sensitivity of the plegic limbs. Subsequent expert interviews allowed the design team to identify four upper limbs movements that need particular focus during the rehabilitation/climbing activity: hand prone-supination, hand opening, thumb opposition, and elbow extension. Holds (patent pending) were designed to respond to these needs,
obtaining a platform that is a unique and powerful message of inclusiveness and hope. The holds integrate in their shape various sizes, a larger section and the thinner that is more challenging to grip, and different textures to improve fingers sensitivity. By adopting an inclusive design approach, ACCEPT directly involve the CP children allowing them to improve their well-being through physical activity achieve a holistic understanding of their physical health.

ACCEPT introduces CP children to climbing making it accessible and inclusive, intending to help children with different degrees of disability build trust and awareness of their potentialities and a sense of accomplishment while training problem-solving and decision-making skills. ACCEPT has been designed to become a climbing experience for CP children to engage them from the cognitive point of view. These aspects completely satisfy the mental dimension of the well-being model. The climbing experience, indeed, take in consideration three main moments that can benefit the rehabilitation activity improving children well-being: a pre-activity, a during-activity and a post-activity. In the pre-activity children are involved in an activity to identify the preparatory routes for climbing. They are indeed invited to observe their peers and to learn from their moves. This process of observation activates the mirror neurons, fundamental for understanding the actions of other people, and for learning new skills by imitation. The climbing activity can be designed as a specific route defining the specific placement of holds that children could follow to be engaged cognitively and from the emotional point of view. The route can indeed lead children to reach a goal placed in a specific spot of the wall (e.g. ring a bell, pick up a toy,...) making the climbing experience satisfactory. Rewarding children represent an incentive for children to perform the rehabilitation activity continuously in the post experience.

ACCEPT, appropriately configured through a human-centred approach, enable CP children to perform typical rehabilitation movements in the context of a game. This involves the emotional dimension and makes them feel like protagonists in the climbing game. Indeed, the rehabilitation practice requires a lot of effort from the children and providing them with an adaptive climbing tool represents a way to engage them more effectively in the therapy. Speaking of rehabilitation therapy, it is always good to make the work rewarding. The game that promotes a privileged psycho-affective and relational setting would favour motor skills and exploit the creative channel. The playful learning context stimulates creativity and intentionality, but it is a therapeutic approach of a new meaning, in which the solution of the problem built in a playful environment aims at the exercise of predetermined and repetitive patterns. Regardless of disabilities, almost all children enjoy playtime, and play therapy helps them learn to express themselves better. Although playing tends to be natural and comes easily for most children, those with cerebral palsy may find it a bit more challenging than others. The inclusive approach adopted to design the climbing tool allows children with different abilities to climb and be together. This opportunity helps the CP children improve their physical disease and increase their self-confidence and self-esteem, improving their emotional dimension.
ACCEPT was designed with the twofold intent of being the proof of concept of a technological rehabilitation platform and a message of inclusion, of a democratic and accessible form of sport and rehabilitation, inspiring a healthier, more inclusive and sustainable lifestyle. Therefore, sustainability, inclusion, and aesthetics were pillars on which the whole project was founded and the metrics by which its achievement can be measured. ACCEPT is unique and effective in overcoming the main barriers to sporting activity for CP children: the modular wall is easily adaptable to placement outdoor as well as indoor in widely different contexts, without the need to redesign and certify the structure. It represents a tool for inclusion and aggregation covering the social dimension of DfSB model. It offers the opportunity to perform an activity that does not require expensive equipment for practice, taking advantage of the support of para climbing instructors trained to initiate into the sport of Paralympic disciplines. In this, ACCEPT stands as a successful example of collaboration between researchers and experts from extremely different backgrounds, from design to engineering to medicine and sports sciences. It brightly illustrates how such collaboration can be fruitful and necessary to address the complexity of these societal issues.

Currently, many commercial climbing holds are made of polyurethane since it is lighter, more flexible, and less prone to chipping and breakage than other materials. However, ACCEPT decided to adopt different materials to meet the environmental dimension of the DfSB model to drive user behaviour in the adoption of more sustainable and healthy practices towards our planet (Bhamra and Lofthouse, 2007). The design team performed an analysis of the most suitable materials to adopt for climbing wall and holds to select the most suitable materials in terms of performances and sustainable life cycle. ACCEPT, indeed, is designed with sustainable materials, considering the entire product life cycle. The adapted climbing holds are made of Stone 3D Printing, a highly sustainable 3D printing technology1 that uses residual waste powder from the stone industry to create strong, durable, and affordable structures. This eco-friendly inkjet technology offers durability and superior performance while using less material. The supporting structure is made of FSC®-certified okoumé plywood2, a symbol of responsible forest management. This material is more durable and weather-resistant; it is a domestic wood, and no chemical processes are used for varnishing. ACCEPT was designed to encourage sustainable behaviour, popularizing climbing as a form of minimal-impact outdoor activity, a healthy lifestyle for people with and without disability and an incentive to an eco-friendly outdoor activity. This philosophy is embodied in the choice of hosting ACCEPT at PlayMore!, an urban sporting centre that is entirely outdoor. Regular physical activity enhances well-being and contributes to the delay of chronic disease, and in this context, ACCEPT brings children with and without disabilities closer to the practice of sport through an outdoor and democratic recreational activity. More broadly, by designing ACCEPT as an outdoor and publicly accessible structure, we reconnect urban users with the outdoors and instill the appreciation of the outdoor space, both urban and natural.
CONCLUSION

The increasing awareness of social diversity has prompted designers to create solutions to foster independence in everyday tasks. Among the effects of CP are a variety of motor disabilities that impair a person’s ability to move, maintain balance, perform daily tasks. Climbing, on the other hand, is a physically demanding, highly symmetric activity that requires concentration, motor planning, and sequential thinking, and is regarded by practitioners as a promising tool to counteract the effects of CP and other neurologic disorders. The ACCEPT project’s ambition was to explore and promote the role of adapted climbing as a therapeutic tool, an inclusive training solution, and a means to track and support rehabilitation. ACCEPT, starting from the standard climbing wall, optimized ergonomics, materials, appearance and meaning to obtain a structure that is profoundly adapted to its scope. In this transformation the design team defined a DfSB well-being framework, considering environmental, economic and social impacts throughout the product lifecycle and considering user behaviour to drive the development of a product that encourages sustainability. ACCEPT provides not only an accessible and inclusive path to sport and rehabilitation but by inspiring children with a healthy passion for outdoor physical activities, a passion that is easily transferable to a more sustainable and healthier lifestyle as adults. The resulting structure is open to public and used weekly by over 260 children, including 29 with disabilities, and 22 with other forms of socio-economic fragility. Its impact on children well-being is currently under evaluation to consequently implement the opportunities to reproduce it nationwide.
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